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ABSTRACT

This thesis looks at the optimization of fluid flow and mass transfer using
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in a micro fluidic coulter counter. CFD will be
used to solve equations of fluid flow and mass transfer to see how molecules within the
microchannel will react with different flow ratios. Choosing a sheath stream to sample
stream flow ratio will optimize the channel by increasing the concentration level of the
sample stream near the electrodes; resulting in a clearer and more precise signal.
Optimization will provide cell separation between each passing cell to improve counting
efficiency.
Analysis of the microcytometer shows the numerical solution of the fluid flow is
greatly affected by a changing the x directional grid lines while having grid lines
stretched in the y direction towards the microcytometer walls. The numerical diffusion
solution is greatly affected by increasing or decreasing the y directional grid lines. While
a sheath stream to sample stream flow ratio between 6.643 and 5.056 proved to have the
highest sample stream concentration level and a focused stream width the same width as
the cell diameter. Also a three dimensional numerical solution shows viscous effects of
the fluid on the wall. This is represented by an hour glass shape of the diffusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the relationship of cytometers and microchannels are highlighted.
How and why microchannels are able to accurately count and measure cell volume of
each passing cell are emphasized. Exploration of hydrodynamic focusing is used to
explain why cells will separate.

Investigation of different types of hydrodynamic

focusing are also studied. Computational fluid dynamics can be used for analyzing
microchannels to inform researchers at the University of Louisville about fluid flow, heat
transfer, mass transfer, and electrical fields.
Flow cytometers have been around since the 1960s. They are capable of counting
and sorting cells as they pass by a detection device. They are used by a variety of
disciplines ranging from biological research to drug development. One of the most
important diseases that cytometers will detect is blood cancer.
The principle behind the flow within a cytometer consists of a stream of
hydrodynamically focused fluid exposed to a single wavelength from a laser beam of
light. Hydrodynamically focused fluid is the squeezing of one sample stream and two
sheath streams into one smaller stream. Cells, ranging from 0.2 to 150 micrometers in
diameter, within the hydrodynamically focused fluid will scatter the beam of light
towards detectors placed perpendicular to (side scattering) , or in line with (forward
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scattering) the beam of light. As the cells pass the laser beam, fluorescent chemicals
within or on the cells are excited and emit longer wavelengths of light than the laser
beam. Each detector will show fluctuations in brightness from the fluorescence and
scattered light. These fluctuations provide chemical and physical information, such as
size or type, about each cell (Hexley & Elliott, 2010).

Forward scattering shows

information relating to cell volume, while side scattering shows information based on the
nucleus shape and membrane roughness (Abcam, 1998). Hydrodynamic focusing and
beam scattering is shown in FIGURE 1 (Abcam, 1998).

FIGURE 1- Flow process in a cytometer.
Disadvantages of flow cytometers; include (1) the amount of space they occupy in
laboratories, (2) they require experts to run, (3) they use vast amounts of power, and (4)
are very expensive (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).
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In recent years, attempts to reduce the size of cytometers have led to the
development of a device known as a micro cytometer. These smaller versions of
cytometers can either retain the original optical detectors for complete cell identification
or use the Coulter technique for counting and sorting cells (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett,
2008).

Compared to optical detector based devices, the Coulter technique is more

promising because of it increased accuracy, ability to count large amounts of cells, and
measure specific cell volume (Houwen, 2003).

A. Coulter Technique
The Coulter technique is electrically impedance based and has been miniaturized
in recent years (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008). It is a very valuable concept that
determines cell sizes in the biological, medical, and industrial fields (J.H., F., J., P.M., &
M.J., 2004). The Coulter Technique or Principle was introduced in the 1950s. It was
developed by the Coulter brothers, Wallace H. and Joseph R. The brothers wanted to
create a device that demonstrated repeatability and was more accurate than previous
methods of spending 30 minutes looking down a microscope physically counting the cells
(Graham, 2003)
Over the following decades the brothers found a way to repeatably count cells.
Shown in FIGURE 2 (The Coutler Particle Counter/Sizer) this was accomplished by
using two electrodes, one inside a sample tube and the other placed into a larger
container. The sample tube had a small needle hole near the bottom and was placed in
the larger container along with the second electrode. Ionic fluid was then filled in both
containers.

Electric current was then passed between the two electrodes and cells
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suspended in ionic fluid were pumped through the needle hole of the sample tube into the
larger container (Graham, 2003).

FIGURE 2 - Process of the Coulter Technique.
Even though the Coulter brothers were unaware that cells were insulators at the
time, they found that as each cell passed, its volume was proportional to the voltage pulse
between the current of the electrodes. With each voltage pulse being recorded the
brothers had found a way to accurately and consistently count cells. This technique
proved to have an electrical contrast between the ionic fluid and the cells that was 10
times greater than photoelectric methods. This process has proved itself time and again,
mainly due to the accuracy, efficiency, convenience, and size of the overall process
(Graham, 2003).
In the most recent design of a microchannel at the University of Louisville the
theory behind the Coulter technique is used but the process is a little different. Two
electrodes and a sample fluid containing cells are used, but the hole for the cells to travel
4

through is achieved by the focused stream (Harnett, 2009). The electrodes are placed on
top of the focused stream; allowing a constant rate of current into the focused stream. As
the cells pass the electric field a change in resistance occurs, producing an impedance
signal. The number and magnitude of these spikes can determine the total number and
volume of the cells, respectively (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008). An experimental signal
is shown in FIGURE 3 (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).

FIGURE 3 – Experimental signal produced when a cell passes the electrodes.
A disadvantage to miniaturizing the Coulter technique is that it can only be used
with filtered solutions and the particle size within the fluid needs to be nearly equal to the
focused stream width. This is done to increase the change in percentage resistance of the
conductive path as each cell passes (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).

B. Hydrodynamic Focusing
Hydrodynamic focusing employs laminar fluid flow to center and separate cells.
As shown in FIGURE 4 separation of the cells is caused by an increase in velocity as
three streams, one sample and two sheath streams, fuse into one stream (Edwards, 2009).
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FIGURE 4 – Hydrodynamic focusing (Edwards, 2009).
In the experimental microcytometer the hydrodynamic focusing is achieved by
two sheath streams running perpendicular in to the sample stream from the top and
bottom directions. This causes the sample stream to squeeze together, known as the
focused stream (Harnett, 2009). The sample stream is a conductive fluid and the sheath
streams are de-ionized water (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).
hydrodynamic focusing is shown in FIGURE 5

FIGURE 5- Hydrodynamic focusing schematic.
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A schematic of

The use of hydrodynamic focusing in a microcytometer improves the mixing
characteristics.

This is due to the low Reynolds number and laminar flow of the

microcytometer, where the mixing between the two fluids relies on molecular diffusion
(Wu & Nguyen, 2005).
There are two different types of hydrodynamic focusing in microcytometers:
asymmetric and symmetric. Asymmetric types use two sheath flows of unequal
volumetric flow rates to encase the sample stream. Symmetric types use two sheath
flows of equal volumetric flow rates to encase the sample stream (Lee, Chang, Huang, &
Yang, 2005). Symmetric hydrodynamic focusing is shown in FIGURE 6.

FIGURE 6 – Symmetric hydrodynamic focusing.
Volumetric flow rates for the sheath and sample streams can be controlled by
syringe pumps or by creating a pressure drop across the microcytometer (i.e gravity fed).
Gravity fed microcytometers are a little more ideal because they allow the flow to be
constant, while the syringe based pumps will have pulses in the flow causing a start and
stop effect in the flow (Harnett, 2009).
7

Different volumetric flow rates of the sheath streams will control the width of the
focused stream. Keeping the focused stream roughly the same width as the cell diameter
will increase impedance detection as the cells are passed by the electrodes. An increase
in detection is caused by the reduced width of the sample stream; this reduction will have
an increased change of percentage resistance as the cells pass. For the best impedance
signal the focused stream width should be between 6-15 micrometers (Scott, Sethu, &
Harnett, 2008).
To help increase the conductivity and impedance signal, the sample stream uses a
dyed aqueous sucrose solution mixed with potassium chloride (KCL).

Fluorescent

polystyrene micro beads were added to help with visibility and meet the size range (6-20
micrometer) of mammalian/cancer cells. To match the viscosity of the sample stream,
the sheath streams used the same aqueous solution minus the presence of KCL. This
solution makes the sheath streams less conductive and will have little effect on the
impedance signal (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).
Combining the Coulter Technique and hydrodynamic focusing offers researchers
the accuracy and speed needed to count cells. Other benefits from this combination
include having two different cell diameters in the sample stream with no effects on
accuracy of the impedance signal.

This combination is also the easiest to employ

compared to other methods, however, it is noticeable that lower concentration levels will
result in poorer impedance resolution (Shuler, Aris, & Tsuchiya, 1972).

C. Microcytometer Device
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Micro-channels have become something of interest over the last couple of
decades. Advances in microcytometers and micro fluidic technology have allowed labon-a-chip (LOC) devices and micro total analysis systems (u-TAS) to emerge (Lee,
Chang, Huang, & Yang, 2005). These systems and devices have been used in many
fields such as biochemistry, drug delivery, drug screening, biophysics and medial fields,
plus biological and chemical assays (Lee, Chang, Huang, & Yang, 2005). Advantages
with microcytometer devices over larger scale models include lower cost, higher
throughput, higher performance, and reduced sample and reagent consumption (Lee,
Chang, Huang, & Yang, 2005).
Microcytometers provide a very reliable way of controlling the passage of
molecules and samples (i.e. chemical reagents or bio-samples) (Lee, Chang, Huang, &
Yang, 2005). Another important characteristic of these devices is the ability to predict
the location of a cell/particle downstream in the channel. This characteristic allows
cell/particle samples to be sorted into different groups categorized by size or shape
(Walsh, Walsh, & Davies, 2007).
The experimental microcytometer was created “… by casting silicone elastomer
on a two-level mold made from SU-8 negative (MicroChem, Newton, MA, USA), and
sealing the elastomer replicas to glass wafers that had been patterned with thin-film metal
electrodes.” (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).
The mold created channels for the sample and sheath streams with dimensions of
100 X 100 micrometers. Thin-film electrodes used for the Coulter technique are created
using 25-50 nm thick titanium films covered by a 200 nm thick platinum film. The
electrodes were spaced 25 microns apart and placed 3 mm after the hydrodynamic
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focused area. These types of electrodes are biocompatible and will not be affected by
electrochemical corrosion. Area surrounding the channels is a glass substrate that is
biocompatible which also allows a clear view of the sample and sheath streams. The
glass substrate has a very low conductivity that will help improve the impedance signal
(Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).

D. Scope of Research
University of Louisville researchers are experimenting with microcytometers to
count bio-samples containing cancer cells by means of the Coulter technique. The
ultimate goal of their research is to accurately count cancer cells with attached nanoparticles. A schematic is shown in FIGURE 7.

FIGURE 7 – Schematic of multiple domains occurring in microcytometer.
Nano-particles attached to the cancer cells pass through the hydrodynamic focused area
of the microcytometer and absorb radiant heat from a laser source. The heating of the
cells increases diffusion between the sample and sheath streams. This diffusion will
move conductive molecules into the sheath stream allowing the current to flow more
10

quickly giving way to a clearer impedance signal and thereby increasing the accuracy of
the cell counting (Harnett, 2009). Analysis of the microcytometer will involve fluid
dynamics, heat transfer, mass transfer, and electrical properties.
The scope of this research is to characterize fluid flow, mass transfer, and
diffusion of the microcytometer by using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis.
An in house CFD solver (Overture) will be used to numerically solve a grid that
represents the dimensions of the experimental microcytometer.

By comparing the

velocity profiles of the numerical solution to an analytical result validation of proper
results can be shown. Once the analytical and numerical results match, a comparison
between flow rates can be tested in order to show which flow rate has the highest
concentration level of the sample stream.
For a successful design, it is critical to adjust the flow ratio between the sample
and sheath streams to provide high concentration downstream for a better impedance
signal at the electrodes. Current practice relies on trial and error, which is not only time
consuming but also expensive to furnish manpower and built microcytometers.
CFD will be used to identify a flow ratio that provides the highest concentration
near the electrodes. Furthermore, CFD techniques will help understand the mechanisms
involved in the microcytometer, particularly the effects of different flow ratios on the
sample stream and fluid/solid motion problem. CFD techniques can also investigate the
diffusivity effect on the concentration of the sample stream and three dimensional effects.
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II. FLUID FLOW IN MICROCYTOMETERS USING NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this chapter, an explanation of governing equations used to solve fluid flow and
mass transfer, boundary conditions for each grid and what/how Overture creates and
interpolates grids.
The flow behavior can be simulated by solving the Navier-Stokes equations
together with the mass transfer equations. For incompressible flow, the governing
equations are:
𝜌(𝑢𝑡 + 𝑢 ∙ ∇𝑢 − 𝑓) = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ σ

1

∇∙𝑢 =0

2

𝑚𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑢 ∙ ∇ 𝑚𝑖 = ∇ ∙ (𝐷∇𝑚𝑖 )

3

where 𝜌 is the density, u is the velocity, f denotes the body forces (gravitational force) per
unit mass, p is the pressure, σ is the shear stress and equals 𝜇(∇ ∙ 𝑢 + ∇ ∙ 𝑢𝑇 ) , µ is the
kinematic viscosity, mi is the mass fraction of the ion in the fluid, D is the mass
diffusivity. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved with the pressurePoisson method. The equations are discretized in space with fourth-order accuracy using
central difference method. A method of lines approach is used to solve the equations in
time. After discretizing the equations in time, the system of ordinary differential
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equations are solved using explicit time-stepping procedures such as the Runge-Kutta
method (Henshaw, 2004).
Boundary conditions applied to the channel are

noSlipWall
u=g

velocity specified

u  0

divergence zero

InflowWithVelocityGiven
u=g

Velocity specified

n p  0

Normal derivative of the pressure zero

outflow
extrapolate u

p   n p  g

Mixed derivative of p given

Overture uses an object oriented framework that solves partial differential
equations (PDE’s) (Henshaw, 1998). Since Overture is an object oriented framework it is
capable of solving complex domains, multi-physics parameters, and moving grid
problems; this is done by creating a structured or a collection of structured grids.
Structured grids used by Overture gives an advantage over other solvers because the
object oriented framework reduces the learning curve, code duplication, and
interoperability of application software.

Other advantages when using Overture are

easier use of complex geometries for moving grids in serial or parallel computations, and
better understanding of numerical simulations for research in industrial and scientific
applications (Henshaw, 1998).
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For Overture to numerically solve PDEs of fluid mechanics, approximations must
be made to the PDEs. These approximations are used to rewrite PDEs as algebraic
equations by transforming PDEs to finite difference equations (FDEs). These FDEs are
solved at discrete points within a grid. Note that when the equations are converted and
transformed from the original PDEs, the form of the original equation will be the same as
the transformed equation; in such that if the original is parabolic, then the transformed
equation will also be parabolic (Hoffmann, 1989).
In the Coulter counter, a tagged cell moves inside a channel that is subjected to
external forces and torques, leading to a moving boundary problem. Moving boundary
problems require special techniques to automatically adjust the computational grid
because the computational domain is not fixed, and may not be known a priori. This is
solved by employing the overlapping moving grid technique.

An overlapping grid

consists of a set of logically rectangular grids that cover a region and overlap where they
meet. Interpolation conditions are used to connect the solutions to different component
grids. Typically, boundary fitted curvilinear grids are used near the boundaries while
Cartesian grids are used to handle the bulk of the domain as the background (Henshaw,
2008). FIGURE 8 shows an overlapping grid (Henshaw, 2004).
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FIGURE 8 – A simple overlapping grid. Left: the overlapping grid, right: overlapping
grid in the parameter space.
The Cartesian grid in blue covers the rectangular computational domain; the boundary
fitted grid in green surrounds the circular cell.
In this example, the cell grid cuts a hole in the Cartesian grid, resulting into a
number of unused points. The governing equations are discretized on the discretization
points and interpolation points. Solution values on the interpolation points are obtained
using a tensor-product Lagrange interpolant. As discussed in (Henshaw, 2008), the
overlapping grid technique has many desirable characteristics in modeling problems with
complex geometries. First complex domains can be represented by smooth grids, this is
important when obtaining accurate approximations to PDEs and boundary conditions.
Second, because overlapping grids mainly consist of Cartesian grid cells, it retains speed
and requires low memory usage. Third, it can handle moving boundary problems in
complex three-dimensional regions. This is particularly important when considering
three dimensional flows.

A. Ogen and Grid Generation
15

Ogen, subsidiary application of Overture can be used to generate computational
grids for solving simulations. For grid generation the following rules are generally
followed; (1) grids lines cannot cross each other unless interpolation points are used, (2) a
grid should have very little skewness, i.e., grid lines should be perpendicular or near
perpendicular, and (3) stretching is needed in areas of high flow gradients (Hoffmann,
1989).
Three techniques are widely used for grid generation; (1) partial differential
equation methods, (2) conformal mappings based on complex variables, and (3) algebraic
methods. These techniques are either adaptive or fixed; where a fixed grid is independent
of the actual solution of the governing equations; this grid will also remain fixed and is
created prior to solving the governing equations. An adaptive grid typically changes with
the solution (Hoffmann, 1989).
A sample grid for channel flow simulation was created in Ogen. To create the
basic grid, Ogen uses a GUI setup that is Linux based where line commands are needed
to create an object or grid. The command file used for creating the basic grid is shown in
Appendix I, the basic grid is shown in FIGURE 9.

FIGURE 9 – Basic channel grid created in Ogen.
In the grid shown in FIGURE 9, stretching is applied on y-direction grid lines toward the
walls of the channel.
16

Stretching grid lines causes unequal spacing throughout the channel where the
boundary conditions create complications in the Finite Difference Equations (FDEs); this
is due to approximations of the non-equal step sizing between grid lines. Also, the
boundary conditions have such an impact on the solutions of the equations; inaccuracies
due to the interpolations are present in the greatest sensitivity areas (Hoffmann, 1989).
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III. CHANNEL FLOW SIMULATION

In this chapter, flow behavior inside a single channel is studied. Comparing the
velocity profile of the single channel’s numerical solution to the velocity profile of the
analytical solution will validate the fluid solver. Next, fluid flow in a channel with three
inlets is investigated. Finally the impact of different flow ratios on a moving cell within
the microcytometer is explored.

A. Flow Through A Single Channel
A Reynolds number of 100 was used for the analysis of a single channel, where
the Reynolds number is based on the mean inlet velocity and channel height. The
dimensionless height of the channel is 1 and the mean inlet velocity is 1, leading to a
dimensionless kinematic viscosity of .01. The kinematic viscosity is represented by mu
in the code for solving the channel grid shown in Appendix II.
Fluid flow in a channel, the velocity profile is governed by the dimensional
analysis of the isothermal Navier-Stokes equations for mass and momentum
conservation; which is best described by a steady and incompressible state. This analysis
has shown that the only governing parameter is the Reynolds number (Okiishi, 2006).
The Reynolds number is defined by EQUATION 4.
18

Re 

VDh


4

Where, µ is the kinematic viscosity, V is the inlet velocity, Dh is the hydraulic diameter,
and ρ is the density of the fluid (Okiishi, 2006).
The Reynolds number can be used as a relational factor between the experimental
device and the numerical simulation. This is achieved because dimensional analysis
shows that when the Reynolds numbers are the same, the fluid will behave in the same
manner. In other words, the diameter or length of the channel does not have to match
(Okiishi, 2006).
Flow becomes fully developed at some distance downstream of the inlet. This is
known as the entrance length and is found using EQUATION 5.

le / Dh  .06  Re

5

Where le is the entrance length, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, and Reh is the Reynolds
number.

This equation is a well known correlation reported by White (1991) and

Schlichting (1979) of laminar viscous flow (Okiishi, 2006). According to EQUATION 5
the dimensionless entrance lengths for a microcytometer should be between .6 and 6.
This is based on microcytometer running at Reynolds numbers between 1 and 10 (Scott,
Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).
An analytical solution for the velocity distribution for a Newtonian fluid between
two parallel plates is found using EQUATION 6.
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u

3V
2

  y 2 
1    
  h  

6

Where V is the inlet velocity, y is a point along the vertical axis, and h is half the width of
the channel (Okiishi, 2006).
To view and analyze the numerical solution a sub program within Overture called
aero was used. The command file for producing a numerical velocity profile in aero is
shown Appendix III. A comparison between numerical and analytical velocity profiles
are represented in FIGURE 10.

FIGURE 10 – Velocity profile comparison between the basic numerical and analytical
results.
Analysis of FIGURE 10 shows a numerical velocity profile that does not match
the analytical velocity profile. This is due to the insufficient number of grid lines in the
channel grid.
Before continuing to studying the flow physics of the channel, grid sensitivity
analysis is performed to understand the impact of the channel grid on the numerical
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solution. Grid sensitivity can be used to reduce the overall error between the numerical
velocity profile and analytical velocity profile. The process of grid sensitivity is to
improve the percentage error between each solution by stretching or adding grid lines in
either direction.
To understand how the numerical solution changes with different grid lines, a first
attempt will start by changing the x-direction grid lines, these cases are shown in TABLE
I.
TABLE I
NUMERICAL CASES FOR INCREASING X-DIRECTION GRID LINES
Case
Y-Direction
X-Direction

1
32
850

2
32
950

3
32
1100

4
32
1300

5
32
1450

FIGURE 11 shows numerical velocity profiles for each case in TABLE I.

FIGURE 11 - Numerical velocity profiles for cases from TABLE 1
A closer view of FIGURE 11 is shown in FIGURE 12.
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FIGURE 12 - Zoomed in view of FIGURE 11.
Evaluation of FIGURES 14 and 15 determines that as the x-direction grid lines are
increased the numerical velocity profile converges onto the analytical solution. Matching
the analytical to the numerical solution was ultimately achieved. The time to solve case
number 3 from TABLE 1 took a week to solve. This is not acceptable for the size and the
number of grid points of the microcytometer grid.
Our second attempt is to increase the number of grid points in both the x and y
direction. TABLE II shows this progression.
TABLE II
CASES INCREASING GRID LINES BY 30% IN HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
DIRECTIONS
Case
Y-Direction
X-Direction

1
210
60

2
280
70
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3
365
80

4
585
100

5
940
120

FIGURE 13 shows numerical velocity profiles using the grids from TABLE II
compared to the Analytical solution.

FIGURE 13 - Numerical velocity profiles for cases from Table II compared to the
Analytical solution.
Observation of FIGURE 13 shows the numerical solutions slowly converging on
the analytical solution. Since the numerical velocity profile is greater than the analytical,
mass is not being conserved. Continuing on with this approach would eventually give a
numerical velocity profile that matched the analytical solution and conserved mass. The
processing time to complete these cases would be on the order of three or four weeks.
Obviously this is far longer than the first attempt and will not be suitable. A closer view
of FIGURE 13 also shows that the final grid should have grid lines in the y direction
greater than 60 because this will give a smooth numerical velocity profile throughout the
entire channel.
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Third attempt to match the Analytical solution resulted in going back to the
drawing board to understand what is happening within the channel. The streamwise
velocity profile at the centerline of the channel is shown in FIGURE 14,

FIGURE 14 - Velocity down the middle of the channel.
Notice that the velocity experiences a quick change near the entrance, but is almost
constant downstream. This observation motivates the use of a fine grid near the inlet and
a coarse grid downstream. The previous two attempts used uniform grid spacing in the xdirection. With uniform spacing, a larger number of grid points were needed to capture
the velocity variation near the entrance.
Exponential grid stretching is applied in the x-direction, shown in FIGURE 15.
Creating the exponential grid is shown in the command lines of Appendix IV.
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FIGURE 15 - Exponentially stretched grid.

FIGURE 16 – Dimensionless exponentially stretched grid numerical velocity profile
compared to the analytical velocity profile.
Shown in FIGURE 16, the exponential stretching of the x-direction grid lines
predicts the velocity profile in an effective and accurate manner. However, stretching
potentially has a problem when trying to study the cell motion within the channel. With
exponential stretching the grid spacing towards the outlet of the channel can be much
larger than the cell diameter, resulting in an overlapping grid failure. To solve the
problem two uniform grids with different grid densities can be used; one fine grid for the
front of the channel to capture the large velocity gradient and one coarse grid for the rest
of the channel. A coarse grid is used because the velocity after the entrance length is
constant. Due diligence is needed to ensure the coarse can be used to simulate the cell
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motion. The command line to create this channel is shown in Appendix V. The fine and
coarse grid channel created in Ogen is shown in FIGURE 17. There were a couple of
changes to each grid in order for them to work together. The right side of the first grid
and the left side of the second grid needed to be set as interpolation sides, these points are
seen in FIGURE 17.

FIGURE 17 – Fine entrance grid with course exit grid connected by sharing with
interpolation points.
Interpolation points allow the numerical solution being solved to be passed from one grid
to the other. Further information on interpolation points can be found with (Henshaw,
2004).
Comparing the exponentially stretched grid and the shared grid shows that they
both match the analytical solution, however the exponentially stretched grid does require
150 less x directional grid lines; giving the exponentially stretched grid a faster
processing time. However, the small amount of increased processing time for the shared
grid is better than trying to deal with a failed grid when cells are present.

B. Microcytometer Grid: A Three Inlet Channel
As mentioned in Chapter1, the microcytometer design consists of three inlets, two
for sheath steams and one for a sample stream. The microcytometer grid was created
with the command code shown in Appendix VI. Compared to the single inlet channel
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case, two additional blocks above and below the main channel are added, where the main
channel now represents the sample stream.
These two grids have the same width as the sample stream, where the top line of
the lower sheath and bottom of the upper sheath are set as interpolation points to allow
flow into the sample stream. Also a sharing option was turned on. Sharing between the
grids helps tell Overture the sides of the upper and lower sheath grids share a side of the
sample stream, this option informs the software Overture that there should be a solid
connection between each grid.

The microcytometer grid, microcytometer grid with

interpolation points, and microcytometer grid with shared values are displayed in
FIGURE 22-24.

FIGURE 18 - Microcytometer grid.
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FIGURE 19 - Interpolation points for microcytometer.

FIGURE 20 - Shared boundaries for the microcytometer.
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To numerically solve the microcytometer a subsidiary application called Cgins
was used. The dimensionless inlet mass flow rates of the sample, upper sheath, and
lower sheath streams need to add up to one; this will ensure that when the three streams
merge into the main channel the overall mass flow rate is the same as the single channel
case. The mass flow rate of the sample steam is 0.04 while the mass flow rate of the
other two sheath streams is 0.48. Last change is the switch from a Reynolds number of
100 to a Reynolds number of 1, this change will represent the experimental
microcytometer better.
Cgins code for the microcytometer is along the same basis as the basic codes
except for the addition of the inflow boundary conditions for the sheath streams. The
microcytometer Cgins code can be seen in Appendix VII. Other notes on the microchannel code are the direction of the sheath flow boundary conditions. The inlet flow for
the upper sheath stream is in the v-direction moving down, giving v a negative value.
The lower sheath stream is in the opposite v direction; giving v a positive value. The
boundary conditions are shown in FIGURE 21, where red represents an inlet, blue
represents an outlet, and green is a no slip wall.

FIGURE 21 - Micro-channel boundary conditions.
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Grid sensitivity analysis was performed. The velocity contours are shown in FIGURE
22.

FIGURE 22 - Numerical solution for micro-channel in the u direction.
The streamwise velocity profile at a dimensionless position x= 7.0 is compared with the
analytical solution. The microcytometer numerical solution produced a dimensionless
maximum velocity of 1.553 which is 3.4% higher than the analytical solution. A velocity
profile comparison between the analytical, basic, and microcytometer is shown in
FIGURE 23.
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FIGURE 23 - Velocity profile comparison for Analytical, Basic, and Micro-Channel.

C. Cell Motion in the Microcytometer
Cell separation within the channel needs to be considered because if the cells are
too close together the Coulter Technique and the electronic system may miscount the
actual number of cells. The electronic system used in Dr. Harnett’s experiments will
benefit from an increase in cell separation because a greater distance between the cells
will allow the system to be more efficient in cell counting.
By adding two cells with a dimensionless diameter of .01 into the sample stream a
representation of how each cell will react in fluid flow can be seen. Insertion of the cells
into the microcytometer grid is done with the code shown in Appendix VIII. Running
this code through Ogen, produces a grid shown in FIGURE 24.
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FIGURE 24 - Microcytometer grid with two cells inserted into the sample stream.
The option for moving grids is shown in the Cgins code of Appendix IX. The initial
position of the cells is shown in FIGURE 25.

FIGURE 25 - Initial position of two cells on the channel when time is equal to zero.
As the cells begin to move under the hydrodynamic forces and approach the main
channel they start to separate.
Separation of each passing cell can be controlled by the flow rate ratio. The flow
rate ratio is defined as the inlet velocity of the sheath stream to the inlet velocity of the
sample stream. A higher flow ratio will give greater separation between each cell. Keep
in mind the flow ratio cannot be too large because the width of the focused stream starts
to become smaller than the cell. Additionally, the flow ratio cannot be too small because
the cells will be too close together, decreasing the counting efficiency.
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When the flow ratio is equal to 12, the separation of the cells is around 3.25 and
when the flow ratio is equal to 4.5 the cell separation is equal to 2.25. This separation is
displayed in FIGURE 26 and FIGURE 27.

FIGURE 26 - Cell separation when the flow ratio is equal to 12.

FIGURE 27 - Cell separation when the flow ratio is equal to 4.5.
The separation of cells is backed up by experimental results of (Lee, Chang,
Huang, & Yang, 2005). Lee states that as the sheath flow increases the separation of the
cells will also increase.

This increase in separation is caused by the shear force

difference between the sheath and sample flows.

Lee also states that symmetric

hydrodynamic focusing is the best for cell/particle counters, and confirms that the
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focused stream should be about the same width as the cell/particle in order to help single
out each cell (Lee, Chang, Huang, & Yang, 2005).
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IV. MASS DIFFUSION WITHIN A MICROCYTOMETER
This chapter investigates mass transfer why it’s important to the microcytometer.
Also, the effects of different Schmidt numbers on the diffusion rates are explored.
Lastly, the effects of grid sensitivity on the diffusion solution and symmetric flow rate are
examined to find the highest concentration level of the sample stream.
A high level of concentration is desirable because it can result in a larger and
clearer resistance spike when a cell passes by the electrodes. By adjusting the flow ratio
the sample stream concentration downstream is affected, and a clearer and more precise
impedance signal can be obtained (Harnett, 2009).
Mass diffusion is defined as the passing of molecules of one substance containing
a high concentration to a substance that contains a lower concentration. This occurs
within gas mixtures, liquid solution, or a solid solution (Mills, 2001). Diffusion is also
known as mass transfer, where in our case the mass transfer is occurring between the
sample stream and the sheath streams.
A higher concentration liquid will have more molecule motion than a lower
concentration liquid, the motion of molecules will continue until equilibrium is reached
between the liquids (Mills, 2001). Fick's Laws of diffusion is the basis for all diffusion
problems. Proposed in 1855 Fick's first law states a linear relationship exists between the
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local concentration gradient of a species and the rate of diffusion for its chemical species.
The first law is analogous to Newton’s law of viscosity, where a potential or driving force
has a linear relationship to the flux (Mills, 2001).
Fick's Laws for diffusion of liquids keeps the convection and the density constant
due to the fair temperature and pressure gradients: the resulting diffusion can be analyzed
on a molar basis. The analysis on a molar basis gives Fick's Law can be expressed in the
following two equations (Basmadjian, 2007).
dC
(moles/s)
dx

7

dC
(moles/m2s)
dx

8

Molar flow N   DA

and, also
Molar flux N / A   D

where D is the mass diffusivity, A is the area, and C is the concentration (Basmadjian,
2007).
Diffusion is not only affected by the mass flow rate but also by the laser source
heating the cells. Forced diffusion from the electrodes can happen when an electrical
field is imposed on an electrolyte. This type of diffusion can be very large when there is
a strong electric field. Thermal diffusion, from the heat of the cell, happens when there is
a large temperature gradient; this type of diffusion is also known as the Soret effect
(Mills, 2001).
Thermal diffusion increases diffusion between the sample stream and the sheath
stream. As the cell travels increased diffusion will allow more Ions to move into the
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sheath stream increasing its conductivity thus allowing an easier current path. Forced
also increases diffusion between the sample and sheath stream by exciting the Ions in the
sample stream (Harnett, 2009).
The Schmidt number is defined in EQUATION 9.
Sc 


D

9

Where v is the momentum diffusivity and D is the mass diffusivity. In experiments of
Harnett, (Harnett, 2009) a dye with low mass diffusivity (FIGURE 28) is used, this leads
to a high Schmidt number of 2000 (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008).

FIGURE 28 – Dye used for measuring the concentration in the sample stream.
Such a high Schmidt number makes it easier to observe the hydrodynamic focusing. A
comparison of concentration between the low mass diffusivity dye (Sc=2000) and the
high diffusivity ionic water (Sc=500) is shown in FIGURE 29. It is clear that at the low
Schmidt number the sample flow is more spread out.
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FIGURE 29 –Effect of Schmidt number on sample flow concentrations.

A. Experimental Diffusion
Harnett et al. (Harnett, 2009) experimentally studied the concentration level in a
microcytometer. In their work a customized MATLAB program evaluates recorded
images (FIGURE 30) from a PC and turns them into a scatter plot (FIGURE 31). The
program initially removes any noise within the picture with an adaptive noise-removal
filter, in which the noise is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution. After noise removal
is completed, each pixel is assigned an intensity level.
throughout the entire picture.
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This process is completed

FIGURE 30 - Experimental hydrodynamic focusing of dye.

FIGURE 31 - MATLAB results of concentration levels.
In FIGURE 31 the red has a concentration level equal to one and dark blue has a
concentration level equal to zero.

B. Diffusion Grid Sensitivity
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As with finding the velocity distribution in a channel, grid sensitivity must be
performed for the mass diffusion between the sample and sheath streams. Changing xdirection and y-direction resolution will affect the diffusion solution. A comparison
between Wu & Nguyen (2005) normalized results, Harnett et. al. Harnett (2009)
MATLab results, and the numerical results of the microcytometer can be completed.
Cgins command file to solve for diffusion is shown in Appendix X.
Increasing the x-direction grid lines changes the diffusion level by a small
amount. This can be seen in FIGURE 32.

FIGURE 32 - Concentration level, x-position of .5, along the width of the channel.
A closer view of FIGURE 32 shows the concentration level converging, shown in
FIGURE 33.
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FIGURE 33 - Closer view of FIGURE 32.
From FIGURE 33 the grid lines converge on to a concentration level when the xdirection grid lines are near 350. This also shows that the x-directional grid lines have
hardly any effect on the diffusion solution.
Evaluation of TABLE III will conclude the concentration level is more sensitive
to the number of grid points in the y-direction.
TABLE III
EFFECT OF DIFFUSION BY INCREASING Y-DIRECTIONAL GRID LINES
Case
Y-Direction
X-Direction
Concentration Level
Time(hrs)

1
64
200
0.3015
30

2
200
200
0.3767
99

3
64
450
0.2871
48

4
128
450
0.3512
60

Results from TABLE III show that by increasing the y-direction grid lines the
concentration level is dramatically changed, even when there is an increase in x-direction
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grid lines.

However the cpu time to solve increased Y-direction grid lines of the

microcytometer grid is a bigger concern than the 17% difference between concentration
levels. Thus a grid using 350 x-direction grid lines and 64 y-direction grid lines will be
used because this grid will show a reasonable result without using extra processing time.
An experimental normalized diffusion solution of Wu & Nguyen (2005) is plotted
in FIGURE 34. The decay of the maximum concentration is clearly shown.

FIGURE 34 - Normalized diffusion along a channel.
x*=x/W, y*=y/W, c*=c/Co, and Co is the initial concentration level. These normalized
results can be compared with the numerical results produced from the microcytometer
grid, shown in FIGURE 35.
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FIGURE 35 - Diffusion down the length of the channel.
When comparing FIGURE 34 and FIGURE 35, our numerical solution illustrates a
similar trend with the normalized results from Wu & Nguyen (2005). When x is
increased along the channel the concentration of the fluid starts out high and skinny then
decreases and fans out. This comparison tells us that the grid used for a numerical
diffusion solution is giving us a close proximity of the normalized solution.
A comparison between the numerical diffusion solution (FIGURE 36) and
(Harnett, 2009) MATLab results from FIGURE 31, shows the microcytometer grid is
capturing the hydrodynamic focusing, for the rest of the channel diffusion is happening
too quickly. This is due to the insufficient grid lines in the center of the channel.
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FIGURE 36 – Numerical result for diffusion.

C. Effects of Different Asymmetric and Symmetrical Flow Rates
In this section different symmetrical flow rates between the sample and sheath
streams are investigated to see the affect on the concentration level of the samples stream.
Ultimately the best ratio will have the highest concentration level near the electrodes and
a focused width roughly the same width as the cell diameter.

Also, how different

asymmetric flow rates will affect the position of the focused stream was investigated.
TABLE IV show flow rates to be analyzed.
TABLE IV
FLOW RATES USED IN DIFFUSION ANALYSIS
Sample Stream Sheath Streams
0.010
0.495
0.020
0.490
0.030
0.485
0.040
0.480
0.050
0.475
0.060
0.470
0.070
0.465
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Flow Ratio
49.500
24.500
16.167
12.000
9.500
7.833
6.643

0.080
0.090
0.100
0.200
0.300
0.400
0.500

0.460
0.455
0.450
0.400
0.350
0.300
0.250

5.750
5.056
4.500
2.000
1.167
0.750
0.500

The flow ratio can be calculated using EQUATION 10.

FlowRatio 

Qsheathstream
Qsamplestream

FIGURE 37 shows the focused stream width increasing as the flow ratio decreases.

FIGURE 37 - Increased focused stream width as the flow ratio decreases.
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FIGURE 38 compares the concentration levels at x=0.5 using the flow rates of TABLE
IV.

FIGURE 38 - Concentration level comparison between different flow rates x=0.5.
Experiments have shown that the clearest impedance signal occurs when the focused
stream roughly the same as the cell width (Scott, Sethu, & Harnett, 2008). Applying this
parameter a ratio can be chosen from FIGURE 38. Chosen ratios from FIGURE 38 that
keep the focused stream roughly the same as the cell are in the range between 6.643 and
5.056.
Asymmetric flow rates allow the focused stream to move within the channel.
This can be useful when trying to move cells to a certain point within the channel. For
the numerical simulation a flow ratio of 6.643 was used because this will keep the
focused width the same width as the cell. The changes between the upper and lower
sheath streams can be seen in TABLE V.
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TABLE V
ASYMMETRIC FLOW RATIOS BETWEEN UPPER AND LOWER SHEATH
STREAMS
Lower Sheath
0.475
0.485
0.495
0.505
0.515
0.555
0.595
0.635
0.675
0.715

Upper Sheath
0.455
0.445
0.435
0.425
0.415
0.375
0.335
0.295
0.255
0.215

Flow Ratio
0.958
1.090
1.138
1.188
1.241
1.480
1.776
2.153
2.647
3.326

TABLE V numerical simulations are shown in FIGURE 39.
Where the asymmetric flow ratio is calculated using EQUATION 11.

FlowRatio 
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Quppersheath
Qlowersheath

11

FIGURE 39 - Asymmetric flow comparison of different upper and lower sheath stream
ratios.
The numerical results of the position of the focused stream can be compared with
analytical results from (Lee, Chang, Huang, & Yang, 2005) shown in FIGURE 40.
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0.65

Y-Position

0.6
Numerical
0.55
Analytical
0.5

0.45

0.9

1.4

1.9

2.4

Side flow ratio
FIGURE 40 - Asymmetric flow position comparison between numerical and analytical.
Comparing these two solutions show a 2.88% difference between numerical and
analytical results.
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V. THREE DIMENSIONAL MICROCYTOMETER

Here a three dimensional grid will show different viscous aspects of fluid flow
and diffusion within the channel. A disadvantage from going from two dimensions to
three dimensions is that a third dimension adds more grid lines, extra grid lines intern
means that there will be an increased processing time.

A. Three Dimensional Fluid Flow and Diffusion
The only difference between creating and solving grids in three dimensions in
Overture is the creation of boxes instead of rectangles. The boundary conditions applied
are the same as two dimensions. Code from Appendix XI and Appendix XII can be used
to create and numerically solve a three dimensional microcytometer.
dimensional numerical velocity plot is shown in FIGURE 41.
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A three

FIGURE 41 - Three dimensional numerical velocity solution.
The transition from two dimensions to three dimensions allows a solution to be
seen across the entire Y-Z plane of the channel. This is represented by a bullet like
profile, where the velocity increases as you move towards the center of the channel,
shown in FIGURE 42.

FIGURE 42 - Three dimensional numerical velocity solution showing “bullet” profile.
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For diffusion within the channel, one aspect that can be seen in three dimensions
and not in two dimensions is the viscous effects that are created near the walls of the
channel. Experimental results have indicated an hour glass effect when taking the cross
section of the microcytometer at any given x position (Harnett, 2009).
The numerical solution and hour glass viscous effects of the diffusion are shown in
FIGURE 43.

FIGURE 43 - Diffusion of the three dimensional channel with a cross section showing
viscous near the walls.
This hour glass shape shows that the viscous effects of the fluid are being captured in the
numerical simulation.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

After many hours of grid failures and grid refinement, a grid of 64 y-direction
grid lines and 350 x-direction grid lines proved to match up well with the fluid flow
analytical solution. The same grid also showed that the maximum concentration levels
are optimized when the flow ratio is between 6.643 and 5.056. This ratio followed the
condition where that the focused stream needed to be roughly the same width as the cell.
The three dimensional numerical solution showed viscous effects of the fluid on the walls
are being captured by an hour glass shape.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Move the location of the electrodes closer to the front of the exit channel. This
will allow the for the highest concentration level of the sample stream at the
electrodes.
2. Move the sample stream closer to the electrodes, this will allow the heated cell
and electrodes to have a small amount of sheath stream to diffuse into.
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VIII. FUTURE WORK

Additional grid refinement will be needed for diffusion of the channel. Even
though the microcytometer grid is capturing the diffusion fairly well, it is still not
capturing it enough.
More grid lines in the y-direction will help capture the diffusion better; however
this will take more cpu time to solve. Stretching towards the middle of the channel
cannot be done because it will take away from the velocity solution. FIGURE 44 shows
a possible grid solution for capturing the diffusion.

FIGURE 44 - Added focused grid.
This grid configuration uses four grids instead of three. The fourth grid can be used to
capture the diffusion and not increase processing time. This additional grid can also be
moved up or down in the when asymmetric focusing is wanted.
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Heat transfer from the heat source, continuation of the three dimensional grid and
evaluation of the electrical field will need to be done in order to finish out the rest of the
CFD microcytometer analysis.
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APPENDIX I

*Creating the channel
create mappings
rectangle
set corners
0. 15 0. 1
lines
350 32
exit
*Stretching the grid
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=1
stretching type
hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
ccs
exit

boundary conditions
1111
mappingName
ccs
exit
exit
*Generating the Grid
generate an overlapping grid
ccs
done
change parameters
ghost points
all
222222
exit
compute overlap
exit
*Saving the Grid
save an overlapping grid
ccs.hdf
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APPENDIX II

* cgins command file for flow in a
channel.
* specify the overlapping grid to use:
ccs.hdf
* Specify the equations we solve:
incompressible Navier Stokes
exit
* Next specify the file to save the results
in.
show file options
compressed
open
ccs.show
frequency to flush
3
exit
* display parameters
turn off twilight zone
* choose implicit time stepping:
implicit
* but integrate the square explicitly:
choose grids for implicit
all=implicit
ccs=explicit

done
final time 15.
times to plot .5
plot and always wait
pde parameters
nu
.01
done
boundary conditions
all=noSlipWall
ccs(0,0)=inflowWithVelocityGiven,
uniform(p=1.,u=1.)
ccs(1,0)=outflow,
ccs(0,1)=noSlipWall
ccs(1,1)=noSlipWall
done
initial conditions
uniform flow
p=1., u=1.
exit
project initial conditions
continue
movie mode
finish
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APPENDIX III

get a solution
*enter a solution #
*ie 23
contour
plot:u
line plots
specify lines
*specify the number of velocity lines
and point per line

*ie 5,21
add u_line_1
*continue to enter the previous line until
specified number is met
save results to a matlab file
exit
exit
exit
exit
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APPENDIX IV

*Creating the channel
create mappings
rectangle
set corners
0. 15 0. 1
*create lines [h v]
lines
300 32
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=1
stretching type
hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit

exit
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
stretched-square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=0
stretching type
exponential
exponential parameters
0,.75,1.0,6.0,.9
exit
exit
boundary conditions
1111
mappingName
ccs
exit
exit
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APPENDIX V

Creating the channel
create mappings
rectangle
set corners
6.5 15 0. 1
mappingName
ccs2
[h v]
lines
75 32
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
ccs2
stretch
specify stretching along axis=1
stretching type
hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
mappingName
ccs
boundary conditions
0111
exit
rectangle
set corners
0. 6.5 0. 1
mappingName
ec2
*[h v]
lines

375 32
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
ec2
stretch
specify stretching along axis=1
stretching type
hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
mappingName
ec
boundary conditions
1011
exit
exit
generate an overlapping grid
ccs
ec
done
change parameters
ghost points
all
222222
exit
compute overlap
exit
save an overlapping grid
ccs.hdf
ccs
exit
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APPENDIX VI

*Create a channel that has three inlet
channels
create mappings
*Making of the upper sheath stream
rectangle
set corners
0. -1 1.5 1
lines
64 32
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=0
stretching type
hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
boundary conditions
1110
share
8867
mappingName
uppersheath
exit
delete a mapping
square
*making of the lower sheath stream
rectangle
set corners
0 -1 0, -.5
lines
64 32
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=0
stretching type

hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
boundary conditions
1101
share
12 12 15 13
mappingName
lowersheath
exit
delete a mapping
square
*Making the sample stream
rectangle
set corners
-1.5 7.5 0. 1
lines
350 64
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=1
stretching type
hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
boundary conditions
1111
share
20 17 12 8
mappingName
samplestream
exit
delete a mapping
square
* now look at the mappings
view mappings
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uppersheath
lowersheath
samplestream
colour boundaries by share value
*pause
erase and exit
exit
generate an overlapping grid
* put the nonconforming grid first to be
a lower
* priority than the back-ground
samplestream
uppersheath
lowersheath
done
change parameters
prevent hole cutting
lowersheath
samplestream
uppersheath
samplestream
samplestream

lowersheath
samplestream
uppersheath
done
ghost points
all
222222
exit
* display intermediate
* set debug parameter
* 31
compute overlap
change parameters
interpolation type
explicit for all grids
exit
exit
*
save an overlapping grid
mci.hdf
mci
exit
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APPENDIX VII

# specify the overlapping grid to use:
mcih350.hdf
# Specify the equations we solve:
incompressible Navier Stokes
passive scalar advection
exit
#
$ts
$implicitVariation
*
* lian showfile
show file options
* specify the max number of parallel hdf
sub-files:
OBPSF:maximum number of parallel
sub-files 2
compressed
open
mcih350.show
frequency to flush
5
exit
turn off twilight zone
implicit
* lian
# outer box is done explicitly
choose grids for implicit
all=implicit
uppersheath=explicit
lowersheath=explicit
samplestream=explicit
done
pde parameters
passive scalar diffusion coefficient 5e-4
fluid density
1.0
nu
1
*
* turn on second order artificial
diffusion
* OBPDE:second-order artificial
diffusion $ad2

* OBPDE:ad21,ad22 $ad21,$ad22
* #OBPDE:fourth-order artificial
diffusion 1
* #OBPDE:ad41,ad42 1,1
done
final time 35
times to plot .01
*plot and always wait
#
pressure solver options
choose best iterative solver
# these tolerances are chosen for PETSc
relative tolerance
$rtolp
absolute tolerance
$atolp
debug
$pdebug
exit
#
implicit time step solver options
$solver
#choose best iterative solver
# these tolerances are chosen for PETSc
relative tolerance
$rtol
absolute tolerance
$atol
debug
$idebug
exit
#
#
debug $debug
#
boundary conditions
all=noSlipWall
uppersheath(0,1)=inflowWithVelocityGi
ven, uniform(p=1,v=-.48)
lowersheath(1,1)=inflowWithVelocityGi
ven, uniform(p=1,v=.48)
samplestream(1,0)=outflow,
uniform(p=0,u=0)
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samplestream(0,0)=inflowWithVelocity
Given, uniform(p=1.,u=.04)
done
initial conditions
uniform flow
p=1.
exit

project initial conditions
time stepping parameters...
recompute dt every 10 steps
close time stepping
exit
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*Create a channel that has three inlet
channels
create mappings
*Making of the upper sheath stream
rectangle
set corners
0. -1 1.5 1
lines
32 20
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=0
stretching type
hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
boundary conditions
1110
share
8867
mappingName
uppersheath
exit
delete a mapping
square
*making of the lower sheath stream
rectangle
set corners
0. -1 -.5 0.0
lines
32 20
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=0
stretching type

hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
boundary conditions
1110
share
12 12 15 13
mappingName
lowersheath
exit
delete a mapping
square
*Making the sample stream
rectangle
set corners
-1.5 7.5 0. 1
lines
350 64
exit
stretch coordinates
transform which mapping?
square
stretch
specify stretching along axis=1
stretching type
hyperbolic tangent
hyperbolic tangent parameters
.5 .031 1.0 3 .5
exit
exit
boundary conditions
1111
share
20 17 12 8
mappingName
samplestream
exit
delete a mapping
square
Annulus
lines
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75 48
inner and outer radii
.05 .1
centre for annulus
-1.00 .5
boundary conditions
-1 -1 1 0
mappingName
molecule1
exit
*
*
Annulus
lines
75 48
inner and outer radii
.05 .1
centre for annulus
-1.20 .5 -> trouble: .6 .25
boundary conditions
-1 -1 1 0
mappingName
molecule2
exit
*
* now look at the mappings
view mappings
uppersheath
lowersheath
samplestream
molecule1
molecule2
colour boundaries by share value
*pause
erase and exit
exit
generate an overlapping grid

* put the nonconforming grid first to be a
lower
* priority than the back-ground
samplestream
uppersheath
lowersheath
molecule1
molecule2
done
change parameters
prevent hole cutting
uppersheath
samplestream
lowersheath
samplestream
samplestream
uppersheath
samplestream
lowersheath
done
ghost points
all
222222
exit
* display intermediate
* set debug parameter
* 31
compute overlap
*change parameters
*interpolation type
* explicit for all grids
*exit
exit
*
save an overlapping grid
mci.hdf
mci
exit
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* specify the overlapping grid to use:
mci.hdf
* Specify the equations we solve:
incompressible Navier Stokes
exit
*
* Next specify the file to save the results in.
* This file can be viewed with
Overture/bin/plotStuff.
show file options
compressed
open
mci.show
frequency to flush
3
exit
* display parameters
turn off twilight zone
degree in space
1
*
turn on moving grids
* *detect collisions
specify grids to move
rigid body
density
1000
moments of inertia
.1
initial centre of mass
-1.20 .5
initial velocity
.22
done
molecule1
done
rigid body
density
1000
moments of inertia
.1
initial velocity
.21

initial centre of mass
-1.20 .5
done
molecule2
done
done
* choose implicit time stepping:
implicit
* but integrate the square explicitly:
choose grids for implicit
all=implicit
*uppersheath=explicit
*lowersheath=explicit
*samplestream=explicit
*molecule1=explicit
*molecule2=explicit
done
*
final time 35
times to plot .001
plot and always wait
** no plotting
pde parameters
nu
1
*
turn off second order artificial diffusion
*
turn off fourth order artificial diffusion
* turn on second order artificial diffusion
*OBPDE:second-order artificial diffusion 1
*OBPDE:ad21,ad22 2,2
*OBPDE:fourth-order artificial diffusion 1
*OBPDE:ad41,ad42 1,1
done
*
* OBPSF:show variable: vorticity 1
* OBPSF:show variable: divergence 1
*
* cfl
* .25
boundary conditions
all=noSlipWall
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choose best iterative solver
relative tolerance
1.e-3
absolute tolerance
1.e-4
exit
initial conditions
*
read from a show file
*
channel.show
*
9
uniform flow
p=1.
exit
project initial conditions
continue

uppersheath(0,1)=inflowWithVelocityGiven
, uniform(p=1,v=-.4)
lowersheath(0,1)=inflowWithVelocityGiven
, uniform(p=1,v=.4)
samplestream(1,0)=outflow,
uniform(p=0,u=0)
samplestream(0,0)=inflowWithVelocityGive
n, uniform(p=1.,u=.2)
*samplestream(0,0)=inflowWithVelocityGi
ven, uniform(p=1.,u=.04, s=1)
done
pressure solver options
PETSc

*
movie mode
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# specify the overlapping grid to use:
mci.hdf
# Specify the equations we solve:
incompressible Navier Stokes
passive scalar advection
exit
#
$ts
$implicitVariation
*
* lian showfile
show file options
* specify the max number of parallel
hdf sub-files:
OBPSF:maximum number of
parallel sub-files 2
compressed
open
mci.show
frequency to flush
20
exit
turn off twilight zone
implicit
* lian
# outer box is done explicitly
choose grids for implicit
all=implicit
uppersheath=explicit
lowersheath=explicit
samplestream=explicit
done
pde parameters
passive scalar diffusion coefficient 5e4
fluid density
1.0
nu
1
*
* turn on second order artificial
diffusion

* OBPDE:second-order artificial
diffusion $ad2
* OBPDE:ad21,ad22 $ad21,$ad22
* #OBPDE:fourth-order artificial
diffusion 1
* #OBPDE:ad41,ad42 1,1
done
final time 10
times to plot .01
*plot and always wait
#
pressure solver options
choose best iterative solver
# these tolerances are chosen for
PETSc
relative tolerance
$rtolp
absolute tolerance
$atolp
debug
$pdebug
exit
#
implicit time step solver options
$solver
#choose best iterative solver
# these tolerances are chosen for
PETSc
relative tolerance
$rtol
absolute tolerance
$atol
debug
$idebug
exit
#
#
debug $debug
#
boundary conditions
all=noSlipWall
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done
initial conditions
uniform flow
p=1.
exit
project initial conditions
time stepping parameters...
recompute dt every 10 steps
close time stepping
exit

uppersheath(0,1)=inflowWithVelocityGi
ven, uniform(p=1,v=-.48)
lowersheath(1,1)=inflowWithVelocityGi
ven, uniform(p=1,v=.48)
samplestream(1,0)=outflow,
uniform(p=0,u=0)
samplestream(0,0)=inflowWithVelocity
Given, uniform(p=1.,u=.04, s=1)
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*Create a 3-D channel
create mapping
box
set corners
-1,8.5 0,1. 0,1.
lines
*x y z
100 10 10
boundary conditions
*left right bottom,top back,front
1,1,1,1,1,1
*share
*left,right bottom,top back,front
*1,2,3,4,5,6
mappingName
samplestream
exit
*creating the uppersheath
box
set corners
0,1. 1.,2 0,1.
lines
10,10,10
boundary conditions
1,1,0,1,1,1
*share
*4,4 4,7 5,6
mappingName
uppersheath
exit
*creating the lowersheath
box
set corners
0,1. -1,0. 0,1.
lines
10,10,10
boundary conditions
1,1,1,0,1,1

*share
*3,3,3,8,5,6
mappingName
lowersheath
exit
view mappings
choose all
exit
exit
generate an overlapping grid
samplestream
uppersheath
lowersheath
done
change parameters
*interpolation type
*explicit for all grids
prevent hole cutting
lowersheath
samplestream
uppersheath
samplestream
samplestream
lowersheath
samplestream
uppersheath
done
ghost points
all
222222
exit
compute overlap
exit
save an overlapping grid
3d.hdf
3d
Exit
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* specify the overlapping grid to use:
3d.hdf
* Specify the equations we solve:
incompressible Navier Stokes
passive scalar advection
exit
*
* Next specify the file to save the results in.
* This file can be viewed with
Overture/bin/plotStuff.
show file options
compressed
open
3d.show
frequency to flush
1
exit
* display parameters
turn off twilight zone
*
* choose implicit time stepping:
implicit
* but integrate the square explicitly:
choose grids for implicit
all=implicit
uppersheath=explicit
lowersheath=explicit
samplestream=explicit
done
pde parameters
* kThermal $kThermal
passive scalar diffusion coefficient 5e-4
fluid density
1.0
done
*
final time 35
times to plot .05
plot and always wait
** no plotting
pde parameters
nu
1

*
turn off second order artificial diffusion
*
turn off fourth order artificial diffusion
* turn on second order artificial diffusion
* OBPDE:second-order artificial
diffusion 1
* OBPDE:ad21,ad22 2,2
*
OBPDE:fourth-order artificial
diffusion 1
*
OBPDE:ad41,ad42 1,1
done
*
* OBPSF:show variable: vorticity 1
* OBPSF:show variable: divergence 1
*
* cfl
* .25
boundary conditions
all=noSlipWall
uppersheath(1,1)=inflowWithVelocityGiven
, uniform(p=1,v=-.48)
lowersheath(0,1)=inflowWithVelocityGiven
, uniform(p=1,v=.48)
samplestream(1,0)=outflow,
uniform(p=0,u=0)
samplestream(0,0)=inflowWithVelocityGive
n, uniform(p=1.,u=.04, s=1)
done
pressure solver options
*
PETSc
choose best iterative solver
relative tolerance
1.e-3
absolute tolerance
1.e-4
exit
initial conditions
*
read from a show file
*
channel.show
*
9
uniform flow
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p=1.
exit
project initial conditions
continue

*
movie mode
finish
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